Novel mesoporous silica-based antibiotic releasing scaffold for bone repair
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Abstract

Tissue engineering scaffolds with a micro- or nanoporous structure and able to deliver special drugs have already been confirmed to be effective in bone repair. In this paper, we first evaluated the biomimetic properties and drug release properties of a novel mesoporous silica–hydroxyapatite composite material (HMS–HA) which was used as drug vehicle and filler for polymer matrices. Biomimeticization can offer a credible prediction of bioactivity for the synthetic bone regeneration materials. We found HMS–HA exhibited good apatite deposition properties after being soaked in simulated body fluid (SBF) for 7 days. Drug delivery from HMS–HA particle was in line with Fick’s law, and the release process lasted 12 h after an initial burst release with 60% drug release. A novel tissue engineering scaffold with the function of controlled drug delivery was developed, which was based on HMS–HA particles, poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) and microspheres sintering techniques. Mechanical testing on compression, degradation behavior, pH-compensation effect and drug delivery behavior of PLGA/HMS–HA microspheres sintered scaffolds were analyzed. Cell toxicity and cell proliferation on the scaffolds was also evaluated. The results indicated that the PLGA/HMS–HA scaffolds could effectively compensate the increased pH values caused by the acidic degradation product of PLGA. The compressive strength and modulus of PLGA/HMS–HA scaffolds were remarkably high compared to pure PLGA scaffold. Drug delivery testing of the PLGA/HMS–HA scaffolds indicated that PLGA slowed gentamicin sulfate (GS) release from HMS–HA particles, and the release lasted for nearly one month. Adding HMS–HA to PLGA scaffolds improved cytocompatibility. The scaffolds demonstrated low cytotoxicity, and supported mesenchymal stem cells growth more effectively than pure PLGA scaffolds. To summarize, the data supports the development of PLGA/HMS–HA scaffolds as potential degradable and drug delivery materials for bone replacement.

© 2009 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. 1. Introduction

Since the beginning of the 1970s, controlled release technology has experienced great advancement, and motivated more researchers in materials science, chemistry and bio-
delivery system since the 1980s [11]. At present, they have been extensively applied in various fields, such as separation [12], catalysis [13], adsorption [14], sensor [15], and photonics [16]. A new application of mesoporous silica – the confinement of a drug or gene in the pores of the material for controlled delivery – was first proposed in 2001 [17], and a wide range of drugs carriers using these kinds of materials have been developed [18,19]. Mesoporous materials have highly organized porous structure with uniform pore size and vast surface area, which make them an excellent candidate as a release carrier.

At present, the most common antibiotic carrier to treat infection after the removal of necrotic bone tissue induced by chronic bacterial osteomyelitis is poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) beads [20–22]. However, these systems must be removed in a second surgical procedure [2]. Herein, we developed new multifunctional composite materials which were produced by hybridizing HMS–HA and PLGA. Gentamycin sulfate (GS), a model antibiotics, was loaded into the HMS–HA particles and then embedded by PLGA spheres for controlled release [23]. Microspheres sintering technique [24,25] was employed to fabricate the PLGA/HMS–HA microspheres scaffold. As a potential drug delivery carrier which can also be used as bone repair material, HMS–HA has the high bioactivity of HA and also inherits the mesoporous structure of HMS. Bioactivity evaluation of the material was done to illuminate its safety and its potential in promoting bone regeneration. HMS–HA particles were used to improve the mechanical properties of PLGA scaffolds, to compensate for the decreased pH values induced by the acidic degradation products of PLGA and to enhance the viability of cells on the scaffolds. On the other hand, PLGA plays an important role in the bonding of HMS–HA particles in the modified scaffold and makes the drug release time longer.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), ethyl alcohol (EtOH), Ca(NO3)2, (NH4)2HPO4 and methylene chloride were purchased from Chemical Reagent Factory (Guangzhou, China). Dodecylamine (DDA) was supplied by SSS Reagent (Shanghai, China). Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) with a ratio of lactic to glycolic acid monomer units of 50:50 was purchased from Daigang Biomaterials (Jinan, China). This copolymer has an average molecular weight of 31,000 g mol−1 with an inherent viscosity of 0.30 dl g−1 in chloroform at 30 °C. Gentamycin sulfate (GS) was purchased from Probe (Beijing, China). Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) was obtained from Sigma–Aldrich (Singapore).

2.2. Preparation of HMS–HA–GS composite particles

HMS–HA was synthesized following the method described in Ref. [26]. Briefly, DDA was dissolved in EtOH/deionized water solution (pH 9) containing Ca(NO3)2, (NH4)2HPO4 and NH3OH. Subsequently, TEOS was added as a silica source and the mixture was stirred at 200 rpm. The reaction mixture conformed to the following molar composition: TEOS: 1.0, DDA: 0.27, EtOH: 9.09, H2O: 29.6, Ca(NO3)2: 1.0, (NH4)2HPO4: 0.6. The mixture was stirred for 1 h, and then aged for 18 h at room temperature. The product was dried at 90 °C, and then the DDA template was removed by EtOH extraction. The nitrogen adsorption/desorption, surface area, and median pore diameter of HMS–HA were measured using a Micromeritics ASAP 2010 M sorptometer.

The HMS–HA–GS particles were achieved by pouring 150 mg dried HMS–HA particles into 100 mg ml−1 GS solution. The HMS–HA particles were then soaked in the GS solution for 5 days at 4 °C followed by filtration and drying at 37 °C. The drug-loaded silica particles were weighed again to determine the amount of the loaded drug.

2.3. Fabrication of PLGA microspheres, PLGA/HMS–HA microspheres, and PLGA and PLGA/HMS–HA microspheres sintered scaffolds

PLGA microspheres were prepared using a double emulsion solvent evaporation technique (water/oil/water). GS was dissolved in sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) as the first water phase. Five grams of PLGA was dissolved in 25 ml methylene chloride while the mixture was stirred as the oil phase, and then the first water phase and oil phase were homogenized at 5000 rpm for 30 s with a homogenizer. The emulsion was added dropwise to a 0.5% PVA aqueous solution, and the mixture was stirred for 4 h at 200 rpm, allowing the complete evaporation of the solvent. PLGA microspheres were isolated by vacuum filtration, and washed five times with deionized water.

PLGA/HMS–HA–GS microspheres were prepared using a single emulsion solvent evaporation method. Briefly, 5 g PLGA and HMS–HA–GS particles (1 or 2.5 g) were dissolved in 25 ml methylene chloride, and the mixture was sonicated for 1 min. The resultant mixture was then poured into a 0.5% PVA aqueous solution and stirred for 8 h. PLGA/HMS–HA–GS microspheres were isolated and washed five times with deionized water.

PLGA or PLGA/HMS–HA–GS microsphere sintered scaffolds were fabricated by pouring PLGA microspheres or PLGA/HMS–HA–GS microspheres into cylindrical molds, and then were sintered at 70 °C for 2 h.

2.4. GS encapsulation efficiency of HMS–HA particles and PLGA/HMS–HA microspheres

2.4.1. GS encapsulation efficiency of PLGA/HMS–HA microspheres

Fifty micrograms of PLGA/HMS–HA microspheres were dissolved in 3 ml methylene chloride and centrifuged. The upper solution was collected, leaving out a lower deposit layer. The above process was repeated five times.
A: The upper solution was mixed with 2.5 ml PBS solution. The mixture was stirred for half an hour in order to release all the GS into the aqueous phase. The GS content in the PBS solution was analyzed by a UV spectrophotometer at 333 nm wavelength using the method described in Ref. [27].

B: The deposit (bottom layer) was considered to be pure HMS–HA particles free of PLGA. The solid layer was mixed with 10 ml PBS, and placed at 37 °C for 24 h. The GS content was determined by a UV spectrophotometer.

The GS encapsulation efficiency of PLGA/HMS–HA was determined by the equation as follows:

\[
\text{Encapsulation efficiency} = \frac{(C_t + C_b)}{C_p}
\]

where \(C_t\) and \(C_b\) are the GS content of the upper and bottom layers described above. \(C_p\) denotes the GS content in the HMS–HA before blending with PLGA, respectively.

2.5. In vitro studies in SBF

Biomineralization studies in vitro were conducted to evaluate bioactivity of HMS–HA. Simulated body fluid (SBF) was prepared according to Kokubo’s recipe [28] (Table 1). HMS–HA particles (100 mg) were laid down in the SBF system (200 ml) at 37 °C, and taken out of SBF at regular time intervals. The products were rinsed with distilled water and dried at 37 °C. All the samples were stored at 4 °C for further use. The decrease of Ca and P concentration in SBF solution, which is indicative of calcium phosphate formation, was followed by the methods described in the Refs. [29–31].

2.6. In vitro release test for GS from HMS–HA particles and sintered microspheres scaffolds

Gentamicin release in vitro was determined by suspending HMS–HA particles (100 mg) or PLGA/HMS-based microspheres (150 mg) in 20 ml PBS buffer (pH 7.4) at 37 °C. The release media were collected at regular time intervals with equal amount of PBS makeup. All samples of release media were stored at 4 °C prior to analysis of GS concentration.

2.7. SEM analysis

HMS–HA particles before and after the process of biomineralization, and the morphology of PLGA–GS microspheres and PLGA/HMS–HA–GS microspheres, were characterized by a scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX) (30XLFE, Philips, The Netherlands) was used to analyze element content of HMS–HA.

2.8. Degradation studies

Cylindrical PLGA, PLGA/HMS–HA (20%), and PLGA/HMS–HA (50%) scaffolds (diameter = 10 mm) were weighed and then soaked in bottles filled with 10 ml phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution (pH 7.2). All the bottles were incubated at 37 °C. The weight and pH values were measured every 10 days. Weight loss was calculated using the following equation:

\[
\text{Weight loss(\%)} = 100 \times \left( \frac{M_{t\text{/wet}} - M_{t\text{/dry}}}{M_0} \right)
\]

where \(M_0\) and \(M_t\) are the initial mass and the mass after \(t\) day’s immersion, respectively.

2.9. Porosity determination of scaffolds

Ethanol was used as the liquid phase and kept at 25 °C. A bottle filled with ethanol was weighed (W1). Then a scaffold sample (cylindrical scaffolds, diameter = 10 mm, height = 20 mm) weighing \(W_s\) was immersed into the bottle and weighed (W2). \(\rho\) is the density of ethanol at 25 °C. The size of the cylindrical scaffold including radius (R) and height (H) was measured. The porosity (P) was calculated using the equations as follows:

\[
P = 1 - \left( \frac{(W_1 - W_2 + W_s)}{\rho} \right) / \left( (\pi \times R^2) \times H \right)
\]

2.10. Mechanical behavior test

The compressive strength and compressive modulus of the cylindrical scaffolds (diameter = 10 mm, height = 20 mm) was measured using a universal material testing machine (Instron 5567, Instron Corp., USA) at a crosshead speed of 5 mm min\(^{-1}\) for compressive strength tests and 50 mm min\(^{-1}\) for DTS tests.

2.11. Cell culture

Porcine mesenchymal stem cells were harvested using the method described in Ref. [32] and were propagated in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) with supplements of 1.5 mg ml\(^{-1}\) sodium bicarbonate, 4.5 mg ml\(^{-1}\) glucose, 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U ml\(^{-1}\) penicillin, and 100 µg ml\(^{-1}\) streptomycin. All the reagents above were purchased from Gibco (Invitrogen, Singapore). The fabricated scaffolds were sterilized by 70% ethanol for 2 h followed by PBS wash. All the scaffolds were pre-wetted in the culture medium for 12 h.

2.12. Cell toxicity evaluation

Cell proliferation was measured using the WST-1 reagent (Roche Diagnostics, Germany), which relied upon the ability of living cells to reduce a tetrazolium salt into a
soluble colored formazan product. Cell suspensions (5000 cells/well) were seeded into a 24-well cell culture plate and grown overnight. Different microspheres scaffolds (PLGA and PLGA/HMS–HA) were placed into each well, and the tissue culture plates (TCP) without scaffolds were used as control. After treatment of the cells with scaffolds for 3, 5 and 7 days, the supernatant medium was replaced by WST-1 diluted 1:20 (v/v) with DMEM and incubated for 3 h. Analyses were performed in triplicates. The absorbance in each well was measured using a microplate reader set to 450 nm with a reference wavelength of 625 nm.

2.13. Cell seeding and proliferation on the scaffolds

Fifty microlitres of cells in suspension (1 × 10^8 cells ml⁻¹) were seeded on every scaffold. The cells were allowed to adhere to the scaffolds for 3 h, and 750 μl of culture medium was added to each scaffold. The cell–scaffolds complexes were placed at 37 °C in a humidified incubator of 5% CO₂ for 14 days. Cell numbers on the scaffolds was determined by DNA quantitation kit (Sigma, Singapore). The cell numbers were calculated from a DNA standard curve of identical cells. Cell viability on the scaffolds was detected on day 14 using a “Live/Dead” assay (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen, Singapore), and only “Live” assay was performed in this study.

2.14. Statistical analysis

Experiments were repeated three times and results were expressed as means ± standard deviations. Statistical significance was calculated using one-way analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA). Comparison between the two means was determined using the Tukey test and statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05.

3. Results and discussion

HMS–HA is a newly developed material, which inherits high surface areas produced by nanopores from HMS. Besides, it may also render good bioactivity from HA and biocompatibility from silica. Compared with nanoparticles, the special mesoporous structure which supplies space to host large amount of drug molecules makes HMS–HA predominantly suitable for drug delivery. In this study, apatite nucleation in the pores of HMS adopted a self-assembly technique in situ [26]. HMS was chosen as the silica matrix because the template removal route is very simple and only requires a low temperature (below 100 °C). The low temperature for template removal facilitates the regulation of the HA crystallinity in HMS matrix.

3.1. Preparation of HMS–HA

Fig. 1 shows the structure of HMS and HMS–HA. DDA (containing Ca(NO₃)₂ and (NH₄)₂HPO₄) was utilized as a template to form the sheet structure in EtOH solution. TEOS self-assembles on the surface of DDA sheet structure through hydrogen bonding between the electron lone pairs on the nitrogen of the surfactant and the proton on hydroxyl group of the silanol precursor [26]. At the same time, Ca²⁺ and PO₄³⁻, which are enveloped by...
TEOS, react at appropriate pH value (pH 9), and finally form hydroxyapatite. The template was removed via washing by hot EtOH, and HA crystals grew simultaneously. Template removal produces a mass of silicate hydroxyl exposed on the pore wall of HMS. The interaction between silicate hydroxyl of HMS and the hydroxyl of HA enables HA crystals to coalesce with mesoporous silica and to form uniformly stepwise monolayer in the pores of HMS [26].

The distribution property in aqueous solution of HMS–HA and HMS particles was also demonstrated in Fig. 1. We found that HMS–HA particles could be suspended in deionized water uniformly with gentle shaking. By contrast, most of the HMS particles float on the deionized water in the beginning even after adequate vortex. After being soaked in deionized water for 24 h, most of HMS–HA particles get deposited at the bottom of the bottle. However, HMS particles still float on the deionized water. The surface tension between inorganic particles and water might explain this phenomenon. After the introduction of HA into the mesoporous silica, particles became more hydrophilic. HMS–HA has good distribution ability in water phase, and this special characteristic benefits HMS–HA as a potential drug delivery vehicle. Before the introduction of HA, most of the HMS particles have pore size less than 1 nm, which may limit their utility as a carrier for drugs or proteins with large molecular structures. The assembly and growth of HA into the pores of HMS can enlarge the pore size to about 3.3 nm (Table 2) [26]. It is very difficult to make HMS particles uniformly distributed in aqueous solution. Thus, the particles do not come into sufficient contact with water-soluble drugs. After the introduction of HA, the HMS–HA particles became more hydrophilic and exhibit good distribution property in aqueous solution as described above, which favors HMS–HA particles as a better release vehicle for hydrophilic drugs. These two advantages make the HMS–HA particles more suitable for drug loading.

### 3.2. Biomineralization of HMS–HA in SBF

The biomineralization of HMS–HA particles in vitro was examined in SBF solution. Inorganic biomaterials such as bioactive glass and hydroxyapatite have demonstrated the ability of living bone binding. The basic characteristic of these materials is to form a layer of bone-like apatite on their surface after incubation in the simulated body fluid (SBF), the ion concentrations of which are homologous with human blood plasma [27]. Therefore, bioactivity of bone tissue engineering materials in vivo can be predicted from the apatite formation ability on their surface in SBF [27].

As shown in Fig. 2, calcium and phosphorus, the main elements of apatite, were not found on the surface of HMS after it was soaked in SBF solution for 7 days. On the contrary, HMS–HA exhibited great capacity to induce the bone-like apatite deposition. The surface state of HMS–HA before and after mineralization is also shown in Fig. 2. Irregular sheet-shaped smooth surface of HMS–HA became rough, and at the same time, small pieces of HMS–HA coalesced into large agglomerations after being soaked in SBF solution for 3 days. On Day 7, the sizes of the agglomerations became larger, and fuzz-like apatite deposited on the surface.

EDX was used to obtain the values for Ca/P ratio and (Ca + P)/Si ratio (Fig. 2 and Table 3). Theoretical values of Ca/P and (Ca + P)/Si ratios of HMS–HA before mineralization were 1.67 and 0.4, respectively, which were calculated based on the original reagents used for HMS–HA synthesis. The actual values of synthesized HMS–HA were almost identical to the theoretical values (1.60 and 0.39). After mineralization for 3 days and 7 days, the ratios of Ca/P and (Ca + P)/Si were 1.40 and 0.49, and 1.44 and 0.79, respectively. Compared with HMS–HA before mineralization, the (Ca + P)/Si values of the HMS–HA after mineralization increased remarkably. On the other hand, the (Ca + P)/Si ratio increased with the increase of exposure time in SBF, which may be due to more apatite deposition on the HMS–HA surface. The new apatite formation of HMS–HA was also confirmed by the results of Ca and P concentration variation in SBF (Fig. 3). The Ca and P concentration significantly decreased in SBF solution at Day 14 for HMS–HA. However, there was almost no change of Ca and P concentration as HMS is soaked in SBF solution.

### 3.3. HMS–HA particles for GS delivery

Table 2 exhibited the surface area and median pore diameter of HMS–HA inorganic particles. HMS–HA has vast surface area (332 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$), and the mesopores in HMS–HA particles (the median diameter = 3.3 nm) are enough for encapsulating GS molecules.

The release kinetics of GS from HMS–HA particles as a function of contact time in PBS solution are plotted in Fig. 4. Around 60% of GS molecules were released into PBS solution in the first hour. In the subsequent 11 h, remarkably low release rate was exhibited in comparison with the first hour. GS molecules hosting in the mesopores could be divided into two parts in drug delivery kinetics. Some GS molecules get absorbed on the external surface of matrix or distributed around the location close to mesopores. The GS molecules which interact with HMS–HA by physical absorption might be released.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Porosity, surface area and median pore diameter of HMS–HA particles [26] and PLGA/HMS–HA scaffolds.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>Porosity (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMS–HA</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLGA/20% HMS–HA scaffold</td>
<td>37.2 ± 3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLGA/50% HMS–HA scaffold</td>
<td>40.2 ± 4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
quickly, inducing the initial burst release. The rest of the GS which interacts with silanols of HMS and hydroxyl of HA and forms hydrogen bonds might get released slowly.

A two-step release model proposed by Andersson which was based on Higuchi model was applied to investigate the GS release behavior from HMS–HA [33,34]. Based on Fick’s law, the equation of Higuchi model used to predict drug release rates from a porous carrier matrix is:

\[ M_\infty = Kt^{1/2} M_\infty = 2^{1/2} M_\infty \]

where \( M_\infty \) is the drug released at infinite time, and \( K \) is the kinetic constant. \( K \) as the kinetic release constant is determined by the diffusivity of the drug in the solvent, the porosity of the matrix, the total amount of drug present in the matrix and the solubility of the drug in the solvent used. The GS release from HMS–HA (Fig. 4) is divided into two processes: a fast initial burst release followed by a second stage of slower release, and the transitional inflexion at around Days 1–2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>HMS–HA (T)</th>
<th>HMS–HA (A)</th>
<th>HMS–HA –D3</th>
<th>HMS–HA –D7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ca/P</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ca+P)/Si</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( T \), theoretical values; \( A \), actual values.

![Fig. 2. SEM and inserted EDX images of HMS–HA particles (A), and HMS soaked in SBF solution for 7 days (B), apatite formation on HMS–HA in SBF after day 3 (C) and day 7 (D).](image)

![Fig. 3. Calcium (A) and phosphorus (B) concentration in SBF at 3, 7, and 14 days for HMS and HMS–HA.](image)
The first release step may be due to the release of drug molecules diffusing out of mesopores, and the second step can be attributed to the release of GS molecules entrapped into the channel of mesoporous silica–apatite composite particles. Both of the kinetics curves of these two processes exhibit good linearity ($r^2 > 0.98$) (Fig. 4B and C), which indicates that drug diffusion and release from HMS–HA corresponds to Fick’s law.

3.4. Characteristic of PLGA/HMS–HA scaffolds

The 3-D bone tissue engineering scaffold with controlled drug release function was fabricated via PLGA microspheres sintering technique. The morphology of PLGA/HMS–HA–GS sintered microspheres scaffolds is exhibited in Fig. 5. The SEM images indicate that the inorganic–organic composite microspheres possess a round structure with rough surface. The bond areas can be found among the microspheres, which are induced by the action of sintering.

The HMS–HA confirmed to its function of pH-compensation as described earlier. As shown in Fig. 6A, compared with pure PLGA scaffold, blending 50% HMS–HA with PLGA increased the pH value from 5.0 to 6.5 on day 60, which might effectively reduce inflammatory responses induced by pH value decrease in clinical applications. The degradation of PLGA is a process in which ester bonds get hydrolyzed into lactic and glycolic acid, and a mass of acidic degradation products get released resulting in remarkable decrease in the pH value of the surroundings. Hydroxyapatite balances the pH values during the degradation process. Fig. 6B demonstrates the weight loss of the PLGA microspheres scaffolds with different HMS–HA content during the degradation process. No significant difference was observed between PLGA and PLGA/HMS–HA scaffolds in weight loss during the first month. However, after 60 days, PLGA had a faster degradation ratio than other types of scaffolds with HMS–HA particles. This result might be due to the non-degradable characteristic of HMS and the HA-induced pH neutralization reaction which postpones the degradation process of PLGA/HMS–HA.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the compressive strength and the compressive modulus of the PLGA/HMS–HA–GS and PLGA double emulsion scaffolds. As a result of double emulsion solvent evaporation fabrication process, the interior of the PLGA double emulsion microspheres maintained large amount of porous structures [35], which decreased the mechanical properties of PLGA scaffolds. Compared with PLGA scaffolds, PLGA/HMS–HA–GS scaffolds show high compressive strength and compressive modulus. The compressive strength and compressive modulus of PLGA/20% HMS–HA, PLGA/50% HMS–HA scaffolds are 5.44 and 158.12, and 8.33 and 215.32 MPa, respectively. While on the contrary, the compressive strength and compressive modulus of PLGA scaffolds are only 0.5 and 1.27 MPa, respectively.

One challenging problem in the field of bone tissue engineering is to achieve the balance of mechanical properties between the load-bearing site and the tissue regeneration scaffolds. An ideal strength which is equal to bone tissue for load-bearing purposes requires that the scaffolds have minimal porosity. By contrast, cells attachment, proliferation, and vascularization require the scaffolds to have high porosity and appropriate pore size. Therefore, an ideal scaffold should not only have enough mechanical proper-

---

Fig. 4. Cumulative release profiles of GS from HMS–HA particles (A), and the plots of the logarithm of GS released from HMS–HA as a function of the logarithm of time according to the Higuchi model (B, 0–1 h and C, 2–12 h).
ties to resist the physiological mechanical environment at
an implantation site, but also favor cell growth and nutri-
tion exchange. The conventional PLGA porous scaffolds
fabricated via solvent casting/particulate leaching and ther-
мally induced phase separation have low mechanical per-
formance. In this study, the microspheres sintering
technique for scaffolds fabrication developed by Borden
and Laurencin was applied [36]. The porosity and median
pore diameter of PLGA/20% HMS–HA and PLGA/50%
HMS–HA scaffolds are (37.2 ± 3.7)% and (40.2 ± 4.9)%,
and (132 ± 11) μm and (115 ± 16) μm, respectively. And
microsphere sintered scaffolds with similar structure have
been confirmed to be able to facilitate cell ingrowth and
proliferation [24]. The compressive modulus and compres-
sive strength of them are around 100–250 and 4–10 MPa,
respectively, which approach the mechanical properties of
cancellous bone (Compressive strength is 50–500 MPa
and compressive modulus is 2–12 MPa) [37].

3.5. PLGA/HMS–HA scaffolds for GS release

Table 4 shows the GS loading efficiency of PLGA/
HMS–HA. During the double emulsion process for micros-
pheres fabrication, 49.8% and 40.1% GS was lost, and the
final GS loading of PLGA/HMS–HA (20%) and PLGA/
HMS–HA (50%) was 51.2% and 59.9%, respectively.
The release of GS in vitro from PLGA/HMS–HA scaf-
dolds was performed under the same experimental condi-
tions and at the same time points. As shown in Fig. 8,
there was little difference in the release profiles between
PLGA microspheres with 20wt.% and 50wt.% HMS–HA
content. A remarkable burst release was observed during
the first two hours, and almost 60% GS was released into
PBS solution. Subsequently, a low dose of GS was released
from both types of scaffolds, and the whole release process
lasted for 30 days. GS molecules in the PLGA/HMS–HA
scaffold could be said to be released in two stages. At the
first stage, the GS molecules which were attached to the
external surface of microspheres or HMS–HA particles
induced a burst release. PLGA/50% HMS–HA exhibited
higher release rate than that of PLGA/20% HMS–HA.
During the second stage, the GS molecules that were
bound to HMS–HA through hydrogen bonds, and the
HMS–HA particles that were enwrapped by PLGA both
led to low GS release rate. PLGA plays an important role
in this stage. It blocks the main passage of drug delivery on
the HMS surface, and acts as an envelope enclosing HMS
particles. After 30 days of release, almost all of the GS mol-
ecules were released into the PBS solution. The modified
method of using PLGA in the second phase to control
GS release achieved remarkable influence for delaying drug
release into solution. The release time prolonged from
around 12 h of HMS–HA particles to almost one month
for PLGA/HMS–HA.

3.6. Cell toxicity evaluation

Cell toxicity of the scaffolds was analyzed using WST-1
assay after 3, 5 and 7 days of culture. WST-1 assay ana-
lyzes the viability of cells by measuring the activity of mito-
ychondrial dehydrogenases. As shown in Fig. 9A, an
increase in absorbance from Day 3 to Day 7 was recorded,
which indicates that the cells were viable with all the scaffolds. On the third day, the proliferation of cells with PLGA/HMS–HA scaffolds was observed to be significantly higher than that with pure PLGA scaffolds. After 7 days of culture, PLGA/50% HMS–HA exhibited remarkable cell viability, which was nearly 20% and 30% higher than that of PLGA/20% HMS–HA and PLGA scaffolds. As a widely used drug and protein delivery system, the low cell toxicity of PLGA microspheres has already been accepted. The bioactivity of hydroxyapatite with low crystallinity is also undoubted because of the similarity to natural bone mineral. Compared with pure PLGA scaffolds, PLGA/HMS–HA scaffolds exhibit higher cell viability, possibly due to hydroxyapatite with low crystallinity in the mesoporous silica [38].

3.7. Cell proliferation on the scaffolds

Porcine mesenchymal stem cells were seeded onto pure PLGA and PLGA/HMS–HA scaffolds over 14 days of culture period in vitro. Cells (500,000) were seeded onto each scaffold, and more than 250,000 cells were attached on each scaffold on the first day. The cell attachment efficiency of pure PLGA, PLGA/20% HMS–HA and PLGA/50% HMS–HA scaffolds were (57.83 ± 8.73)%, (59.24 ± 15.2)% and (68.51 ± 13.84)%, respectively. After 3 and 7 days of culture, the cell proliferation on the scaffolds exhibited no significant differences among all types of scaffolds. However, on day 14, PLGA/HMS–HA scaffolds showed higher cell proliferation than that of pure PLGA scaffolds

Table 4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>GS loading in HMS–HA</th>
<th>GS loading in scaffolds (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLGA/20% HMS–HA</td>
<td>(335 ± 70) mg GS / 1000 mg HMS–HA</td>
<td>51.2 ± 3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLGA/50% HMS–HA</td>
<td>59.9 ± 2.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Mechanical properties evaluation in compression for PLGA–GS and PLGA/HMS–HA–GS scaffolds. (#) and (*) indicate statistical significance when compared with PLGA/20% HMS–HA–GS and PLGA/50% HMS–HA–GS scaffolds (p < 0.05) (red bar: compressive strength; blue bar: compressive modulus). (For interpretation of color mentioned in this figure the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
The fluorescence microscope images (Fig. 9c) showed observable cell viability on the scaffolds. All types of scaffolds with cells were stained by a "live/dead" assay after 14 days of culture in vitro. A dramatically large cell number was observed when cells were cultured on the PLGA/HMS–HA (50%) scaffold, as compared to other types. A more detailed observation of the cells suggested that, for the sintering microspheres scaffolds, cells grew around the gaps among the microspheres. When the gaps were filled or almost filled, the cells would be apt to grow on the surface of the microspheres.

4. Conclusion

As an implantable drug delivery system for local drug delivery/release in bone tissue, HMS–HA exhibits excellent biomineralization ability and controlled drug release properties. The GS release time can last for 12 h, and the drug release curve exhibits good linearity while the release process follows Fick’s law. This novel scaffold based on HMS–HA and PLGA shows similar mechanical properties to human cancellous bone, which lends more support for it becoming a promising candidate for bone tissue regeneration. In addition, PLGA/HMS–HA scaffolds exhibit positive effects on drug delivery and cell proliferation. As a bifunctional scaffold, it may offer more advantages for clinical applications. In future work, we will focus on the osteogenic differentiation of porcine mesenchymal stem cells on the three-dimensional porous PLGA/HMS–HA microspheres sintered scaffolds.
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